1. Introduction {#sec1-ijerph-17-01209}
===============

Entering college is a key developmental stage and an important period for maintaining and cultivating health behaviors such as exercise, fruit and vegetable intake, hand washing, seatbelt use, and sleep hygiene; and for reducing health risk behaviors such as alcohol and drug use, smoking, and unprotected sex \[[@B1-ijerph-17-01209],[@B2-ijerph-17-01209]\]. This is because the college years, as compared to the adolescent years, is a time where individuals experience more personal freedom and opportunities to develop their personal identities and cultivate new habits \[[@B3-ijerph-17-01209],[@B4-ijerph-17-01209]\]. To understand and intervene to change health behavior, models and theories of social cognition have often been used. Such theories can help to identify the potentially modifiable factors that can be reliably related to behavior through various social psychological processes, and can be targeted in interventions designed to promote health behaviors \[[@B5-ijerph-17-01209],[@B6-ijerph-17-01209]\]. In the current study, we aimed to identify the key social-cognition factors that underpinned two important health behaviors in college students: hand washing and sleep hygiene. In particular, we focused on identifying the motivational and volitional antecedents of college students' hand washing and sleep hygiene behaviors based on an integrated model of behavior that combined social-cognition constructs from the Theory of Planned Behavior (TPB) \[[@B7-ijerph-17-01209],[@B8-ijerph-17-01209]\] and Health Action Process Approach (HAPA) \[[@B9-ijerph-17-01209],[@B10-ijerph-17-01209]\].

Hand washing with soap is an effective way to prevent the spread of communicable disease, such as respiratory and diarrheal illnesses \[[@B11-ijerph-17-01209],[@B12-ijerph-17-01209]\]. However, hand washing compliance is poor, particularly in developing countries \[[@B13-ijerph-17-01209],[@B14-ijerph-17-01209]\]. Previous research has mainly focused its attention on examining the social-cognition factors of hand hygiene among health care workers \[[@B15-ijerph-17-01209]\], with few studies targeting other population groups, such as college students \[[@B16-ijerph-17-01209]\]. In addition, social-cognition predictors of hand washing have been explored in the context of food hygiene \[[@B17-ijerph-17-01209],[@B18-ijerph-17-01209],[@B19-ijerph-17-01209]\] or the prevention of influenza infection \[[@B20-ijerph-17-01209]\], rather than on the hand washing behavior itself. Thus, it seems apparent that more formative, theory-based research is needed to inform the development of interventions to promote hand washing among college students \[[@B21-ijerph-17-01209],[@B22-ijerph-17-01209]\].

In addition, also requiring attention is the poor sleep quality of college students \[[@B23-ijerph-17-01209],[@B24-ijerph-17-01209]\]. Adequate and good quality sleep is important to the overall health, quality of life, and academic performance of college students \[[@B25-ijerph-17-01209],[@B26-ijerph-17-01209]\]. Promoting good sleep hygiene practices, therefore, may be important to improving the sleep of college students. Although the influence of sleep hygiene on healthy sleep remains mixed \[[@B27-ijerph-17-01209]\], participating in good sleep hygiene could be argued to still be the most effective strategy for promoting sleep health, particularly on a population level \[[@B28-ijerph-17-01209]\]. Sleep hygiene refers to individuals following the recommended behaviors which promote the human body's natural sleep-wake rhythms for restful sleep \[[@B29-ijerph-17-01209]\]. These behaviors include, for example, making the sleep environment such as the bedroom restful, avoiding stressful and anxiety-provoking activities before going to bed, and avoiding going to bed thirsty or hungry \[[@B30-ijerph-17-01209]\]. Although adopting sleep hygiene behaviors cannot guarantee good quality sleep, they are more likely to promote better sleep than if not followed \[[@B31-ijerph-17-01209]\]. It is therefore important to determine the theory-based social-cognition determinants of sleep hygiene among college students.

Social-cognition theories such as the TPB \[[@B7-ijerph-17-01209]\] and HAPA \[[@B9-ijerph-17-01209]\] have been used to explain and predict the health behaviors of both hand washing \[[@B16-ijerph-17-01209],[@B32-ijerph-17-01209]\] and sleep hygiene \[[@B33-ijerph-17-01209],[@B34-ijerph-17-01209]\]. According to the TPB, intention is viewed as the proximal and most important predictor of behavior, with intention proposed to be predicted by three belief-based constructs: attitudes, subjective norm, and perceived behavioral control. Attitude refers to the positive or negative evaluations towards the consequences of performing the intended behavior, subjective norm refers to perceived expectations of important others approving the intended behavior, and perceived behavioral control refers to perceptions of the ease or difficulty of performing the intended behavior \[[@B7-ijerph-17-01209]\]. Perceived behavioral control is also expected to have a direct effect on the intended behavior, to the extent that perceived behavioral control reflects actual control. The effects of TPB on predicting a range of health behaviors have been well-documented \[[@B35-ijerph-17-01209],[@B36-ijerph-17-01209]\]. More specifically, and in the context of the current study, the TPB has been used to predict hand washing and sleep hygiene. For example, previous research has found support for the TPB constructs in predicting the intentions, and thus behavior, of caterers' \[[@B17-ijerph-17-01209]\], health care workers' \[[@B37-ijerph-17-01209],[@B38-ijerph-17-01209]\], and nursing students' \[[@B39-ijerph-17-01209]\] hand hygiene, and adolescents' \[[@B40-ijerph-17-01209]\] and college students' \[[@B41-ijerph-17-01209],[@B42-ijerph-17-01209]\] sleep hygiene.

Although previous TPB research has consistently identified intentions as a determinant of health behaviors, the relationship between intentions and behavior is not perfect. Dual-phase models of behavior, such as the HAPA, propose self-regulatory strategies at the post-intentional volitional phase that can help individuals enact their intentions to implement the health behaviors \[[@B9-ijerph-17-01209],[@B10-ijerph-17-01209]\]. For example, the self-regulatory strategy of planning is suggested to help an individual act on their intention, bridging the gap between intention and behavior \[[@B43-ijerph-17-01209]\]. According to the HAPA, there are two kinds of planning: action planning and coping planning. Action planning is a task-facilitating strategy (i.e., making plans of when, where, and how to perform the intended behavior) that connects the individual with good opportunities to act. Coping planning is a distraction-inhibiting strategy (i.e., making plans that anticipate challenging situations that might prevent an individual from performing the intended behavior) that protects good intentions from anticipated obstacles \[[@B9-ijerph-17-01209]\]. The HAPA also proposes perceived self-efficacy as an important self-regulatory strategy and is suggested to contribute to the intention formation, but is also proposed to be important at all stages of the health behavior change process \[[@B10-ijerph-17-01209]\]. In the HAPA, self-efficacy beliefs are considered to be phase-specific and, thus, several types of self-efficacy can be distinguished. Action self-efficacy is an optimistic belief during the pre-actional (motivational) phase, where an individual does not yet act, but is developing a motivation to do so through imagining success and anticipating potential outcomes of diverse strategies. Maintenance self-efficacy, on the other hand, is an optimistic belief during the post-actional (volitional) phase, where an individual perceives they have the competence and capability to persevere the formed action of behavior in the face of obstacles. A recent meta-analysis provided support for the HAPA constructs of planning and self-efficacy in predicting health behaviors \[[@B44-ijerph-17-01209]\], and previous research has also shown planning and self-efficacy to predict college students' hand washing \[[@B45-ijerph-17-01209],[@B46-ijerph-17-01209]\] and sleep hygiene \[[@B47-ijerph-17-01209]\] more specifically.

2. The Current Study and Hypotheses {#sec2-ijerph-17-01209}
===================================

Given the importance of hand washing and sleep hygiene in college students, identifying the key theory-based determinants of these important health behaviors may provide important evidence on which to base interventions to promote participation in these behaviors. Moreover, limited studies on these health behaviors have been conducted in Eastern contexts such as China, and given cultural differences between Eastern and Western societies \[[@B48-ijerph-17-01209]\], generalizing findings from Western contexts to Eastern contexts may not be appropriate. Therefore, the purpose of the present study was to examine an integrated theoretical model of behavior that incorporated constructs from the TPB and HAPA to predict the hand washing and sleep hygiene behaviors of Chinese college students. Specifically, the TPB belief-based constructs of attitudes, subjective norm, perceived behavioral control, and intention were integrated with the HAPA constructs of action self-efficacy, maintenance self-efficacy, action planning, and coping planning. The approach rides on the cusp of recent research applying integrated theoretical models to explain behavior \[[@B6-ijerph-17-01209]\], and is one of the first to simultaneously account for two sets of processes (motivational and volitional) likely to impact on behavior (i.e., hand washing and sleep hygiene of Chinese college students) derived from theories of social cognition. The motivational pathways are represented by the effects of social-cognition constructs from the integration of the TPB (attitudes, subjective norm, perceived behavioral control, intention) and HAPA (action self-efficacy, intention). The volitional pathways are represented by the effects of social-cognition constructs from the HAPA (maintenance self-efficacy, action planning, coping planning). We outline the hypotheses in the next section. The hypotheses are illustrated in [Figure 1](#ijerph-17-01209-f001){ref-type="fig"}.

.

Turning first to the motivational effects, it was expected that attitudes, subjective norm, perceived behavioral control, and action self-efficacy (Time 1) would predict intentions (Time 1); and intentions and perceived behavioral control (Time 1) would predict behavior (Time 3). It was also expected that action self-efficacy (Time 1) would predict maintenance self-efficacy (Time 2). Turning next to the volitional effects, it was expected that intention (Time 1) would predict action planning and coping planning (Time 2) and behavior (Time 3); maintenance self-efficacy (Time 2) would predict action planning and coping planning (Time 2); and maintenance self-efficacy, action planning, and coping planning (Time 2) would predict behavior (Time 3). It was further proposed that action planning would moderate the intention--behavior relationship consistent with the model of action phases \[[@B49-ijerph-17-01209]\]. As past behavior has shown to have pervasive effects on the key constructs of psychological theories such as TPB and HAPA, and substantially attenuating their relations with health behaviors \[[@B50-ijerph-17-01209],[@B51-ijerph-17-01209]\], we further examined the model including past behavior as a predictor of all psychological variables and behavior. If it is demonstrated that past behavior attenuates all model effects to trivial values, then the model would be considered redundant \[[@B51-ijerph-17-01209]\]. It was expected that significant effects of past behavior on all constructs in the model would emerge, and that effects would be attenuated.

A set of indirect effects consistent with the premises of the TPB and HAPA were also specified. It was expected that attitudes, subjective norm, and perceived behavior control would predict action planning and coping planning via intention, and predict behavior via intention, action planning, and coping planning. It was also expected that action self-efficacy would predict action planning and coping planning via intention and maintenance self-efficacy, and predict behavior via intention, maintenance self-efficacy, action planning, and coping planning. Finally, it was expected that intention and maintenance self-efficacy would predict behavior via action and coping planning.

3. Method {#sec3-ijerph-17-01209}
=========

3.1. Participants and Procedure {#sec3dot1-ijerph-17-01209}
-------------------------------

With the assistance of course instructors from a medical school in China, data collection was conducted during the second semester of the 2017--2018 academic year. A three-wave face-to-face data collection method was used with 1 month time intervals between surveys: baseline (Time 1), 1 month after baseline (Time 2), 1 month after Time 2 (Time 3). Participants were required to be college students aged 18--35 years. At Time 1 (*N* = 1106; 201 males, 904 females, and one unknown), college students completed a survey assessing the motivational variables of action self-efficacy, attitudes, subjective norm, perceived behavior control, and intention, and self-reported on their past hand washing and sleep hygiene behaviors over the previous month. Demographic factors of age, gender, and college majors were also measured. One month later, at Time 2, 524 (85 males and 439 females) of the college students completed a further survey measuring the volitional variables of maintenance self-efficacy, action planning, and coping planning, and again self-reported on their hand washing and sleep hygiene. One month after the Time 2 survey, at Time 3, 297 (52 males and 245 females) of the college students self-reported on their hand washing and sleep hygiene over the previous month. Data across each of the time points were matched using student numbers provided by the participants, and written informed consent was obtained. Attrition analyses using independent-samples T tests indicated that there were no significant differences in hand washing, sleep hygiene, and the motivational variables between participants that dropped out of the study and those who completed the Time 3 assessment. There were, however, differences in sleep hygiene (*t* (1009) = 2.424, *p* = 0.016) and hand washing intention (*t* (1091) = 2.102, *p* = 0.036). The study was conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki. The Research Ethics Committee from the Hong Kong Baptist University approved the study protocol (Ref No.: HASC17-18_0688).

3.2. Measures {#sec3dot2-ijerph-17-01209}
-------------

*Hand washing*. Across all three time points, college students' hand washing was measured by using the last month as the time-frame and asking whether they washed their hands at least 10 times each day as recommended by the WHO \[[@B52-ijerph-17-01209]\] in three situations relevant to college students: (a) before eating, cooking, and going to bed; (b) after going to the toilet, attending physical education class, coughing, sneezing, touching animals as well as going to public places; and (c) anytime they feel that their hands are dirty. College students were asked to rate on a four-point Likert scale ranging from (1) never to (4) always. A higher total score indicated good hand washing behavior.

*Sleep hygiene*. Across all three time points, college students' sleep hygiene was measured by using the last month as the time-frame and asking whether they followed the seven good sleep hygiene behaviors recommended by the National Sleep Foundation of United States of America \[[@B53-ijerph-17-01209]\], including (a) limiting daytime naps to 30 min, (b) avoiding stimulants such as caffeine and nicotine close to bedtime, (c) exercising to promote good quality sleep, (d) steering clear of food that can be disruptive right before sleep, (e) ensuring adequate exposure to natural light, (f) establishing a regular relaxing bedtime routine, and (g) making sure that the sleep environment is pleasant. College students were asked to rate the degree to which they are able to follow the good practice by rating on a four-point Likert scale ranging from (1) never to (4) always. A higher total score indicated good sleep hygiene behavior.

*Intentions*. At Time 1, college students' intentions of following the recommendations of the hand washing by WHO and sleep hygiene by National Sleep Foundation of United States of America were measured using three items. Sample items are "Following the recommendation of WHO on the good hand washing behaviors every day in the coming month is...something I intend to do" and "Following the recommendation of National Sleep Foundation of United States of America on the good sleep hygiene every day in the coming month is...something I plan to do". Items were rated on a seven-point Likert scale, ranging from (1) strongly disagree to (7) strongly agree.

*Attitudes*. At Time 1, attitude was assessed using a common stem on hand washing "Following the recommendation of WHO on the good hand washing behaviors every day in the coming month for me is..." and sleep hygiene "Following the recommendation of National Sleep Foundation of United States of America on the good sleep hygiene every day in the coming month for me is...", which is followed by six semantic differential items. Items were rated on a seven-point scale, ranging from one to seven: unpleasant--pleasant, meaningless--meaningful, bad--good, unhealthy--healthy, unenjoyable--enjoyable, and harmful--beneficial.

*Subjective norm*. At Time 1, subjective norm was assessed using five items measuring participants' perceptions of their important others' approval on the two behaviors of following the recommendations of the hand washing by WHO and sleep hygiene by National Sleep Foundation of United States of America. Sample items are "Following the recommendation of WHO on the good hand washing behaviors every day in the coming month is...something those most important person to me would allow me to do"; and "Following the recommendation of National Sleep Foundation of United States of America on the good sleep hygiene every day in the coming month is...something those most people expected me to do". Items were rated on a seven-point Likert scale, ranging from (1) strongly disagree to (7) strongly agree.

*Perceived behavioral control*. At Time 1, perceived behavioral control was assessed using four items measuring participants' perceptions of their control over following the recommendations of the hand washing by WHO and sleep hygiene by National Sleep Foundation of United States of America. Samples items are "Following the recommendation of WHO on the good hand washing behaviors every day in the coming month is...something I have full control"; and "Following the recommendation of National Sleep Foundation of United States of America on the good sleep hygiene every day in the coming month is...something easy for me to do". Items were rated on a seven-point Likert scale, ranging from (1) strongly disagree to (7) strongly agree.

*Action self-efficacy*. At Time 1, action self-efficacy was assessed using three items measuring college students' level of confidence on starting to act on the behaviors of following the recommendations of the hand washing by WHO and sleep hygiene by National Sleep Foundation of United States of America. Samples items are "If you have not followed the recommendation of WHO on the good hand washing yet, do you have the confidence to start to follow the recommendation...even if you have to force myself doing so at the current stage"; and "If you have not followed the recommendation of National Sleep Foundation of United States of America on the good sleep hygiene yet, do you have the confidence to start to follow the recommendation...even if it consumes a lot of energy". Items were rated on a four-point Likert scale, ranging from (1) totally disagree to (4) totally agree.

*Maintenance self-efficacy*. At Time 2, maintenance self-efficacy was assessed using three items measuring college students' level of confidence of maintaining the behaviors of following the recommendations of the hand washing by WHO and sleep hygiene by National Sleep Foundation of United States of America in the long term. Samples items are "If you are able to follow the recommendation of WHO on the good hand washing last month, do you have the confidence to maintain it in the long term...even if you cannot immediately experience the benefits of maintain a good sleep hygiene"; and "If you are able to follow the recommendation of National Sleep Foundation of United States of America on the good sleep hygiene last month, do you have the confidence to maintain it in the long term...even if it may take a long time to turn it into a habit of yourself". Items were rated on a four-point Likert scale, ranging from (1) totally disagree to (4) totally agree.

*Action planning*. At Time 2, action planning was measured by three items assessing the extent to which participants had made a plan, in terms of how, when, and with whom to perform the behaviors of following the recommendations of the hand washing by WHO and sleep hygiene by National Sleep Foundation of United States of America in the coming month \[[@B54-ijerph-17-01209]\]. Sample items are "In the coming month I have made a detailed plan regarding...how to maintain the recommendations of good sleep hygiene"; and "In the coming month I have made a detailed plan regarding...when to maintain the recommendations of hand washing behavior". Items were rated on a four-point Likert scale, ranging from (1) totally disagree to (4) totally agree.

*Coping planning*. At Time 2, coping planning was measured by three items assessing the extent to which participants had made a plan to cope with challenging circumstances that may arise regarding the maintenance of the behaviors of following the recommendations of the hand washing by WHO and sleep hygiene by National Sleep Foundation of United States of America in the long term. Sample items are "In the coming month I have made a coping plan of how to maintain the recommendations of good sleep hygiene under disadvantaged circumstances... facing the unexpected situation like nigh party invitation from friends"; and "In the coming month I have made a coping plan of how to maintain the recommendations of hand washing under disadvantaged circumstances...facing the uncontrolled situation like no soap or clean water". Items were rated on a four-point Likert scale, ranging from (1) totally disagree to (4) totally agree.

*Demographic variables*. College students self-reported their gender, age in years, and college majors undertaken.

3.3. Data Analysis {#sec3dot3-ijerph-17-01209}
------------------

We conducted a preliminary analysis on the descriptive data using the software of SPSS Statistics 25 (IBM Corp., 2017, Armonk, NY, USA). We tested the proposed integrative model for both the health behaviors of hand washing and sleep hygiene (see [Figure 1](#ijerph-17-01209-f001){ref-type="fig"}) using the variance-based structural equation modeling (VB-SEM) within the Warp PLS v6.0 software (ScriptWarp Systems, Laredo, TX, USA) \[[@B55-ijerph-17-01209]\]. We used VB-SEM as it is has more statistical power, as VB-SEM is based on ranked data and, thus, less affected by issues such as model complexity and non-normality. The VB-SEM approach is similar to the traditional covariance-based structural equation modeling in that latent factors were used to explicitly model the measurement errors. As such, it is optimal to use VB-SEM to estimate the proposed integrated model of hand washing and sleep hygiene in the current study. We set items for demographic, psychological, and behavioral variables as the indicators of formative latent variables, while all paths were set as free parameters in VB-SEM. Furthermore, we tested alternative models with past behavior (i.e., hand washing and sleep hygiene measured at Time 1) predicting all psychological and behavioral variables. The paths from demographic variables to each of the psychological and behavioral variables were controlled, although they were not displayed in [Figure 1](#ijerph-17-01209-f001){ref-type="fig"}, [Figure 2](#ijerph-17-01209-f002){ref-type="fig"}, [Figure 3](#ijerph-17-01209-f003){ref-type="fig"}, [Figure 4](#ijerph-17-01209-f004){ref-type="fig"} and [Figure 5](#ijerph-17-01209-f005){ref-type="fig"}.

To ensure the validity of the measurement model, reliability and validity indicators of each measure were also tested. Firstly, the factor loadings of items on its indictors and the composite reliability coefficients (ρ) of each measure are expected to be over 0.700. In addition, the average variance extracted (AVE) is expected to be over 0.500, indicating sufficient variance of the underlying factor was accounted for by its items. Multiple criteria were used to evaluate the overall goodness of fit of the proposed models. The goodness-of-fit (GoF) index can be viewed as small, medium, and large effect sizes, with values of 0.100, 0.250, and 0.360, respectively \[[@B56-ijerph-17-01209]\]. It is also expected that, for an adequate model, the average path coefficient (APC) and the average R^2^ (ARS) are significantly different from zero. Furthermore, it is expected that, for a well-fitting model, the values of average variance inflation factor (AVIF) for model parameters should be less than 5.000 \[[@B55-ijerph-17-01209]\].

4. Results {#sec4-ijerph-17-01209}
==========

4.1. Preliminary Analyses {#sec4dot1-ijerph-17-01209}
-------------------------

The means, standard deviations, composite reliabilities, and correlations for hand washing and sleep hygiene are presented in [Table 1](#ijerph-17-01209-t001){ref-type="table"} and [Table 2](#ijerph-17-01209-t002){ref-type="table"}, respectively. For all measures, reliability coefficients were above the cut-off criteria of 0.70, except baseline sleep hygiene (ρ = 0.677). For hand washing, correlations among psychological variables and behavior variables were generally positive and significant. However, the correlations between attitudes, action self-efficacy, intention, and coping planning were nonsignificant. Moreover, the correlation between action self-efficacy and hand washing at Time 3 was nonsignificant. For sleep hygiene, correlations among psychological variables and behavior variables were also generally positive and significant. However, no significant correlations were found between coping planning and attitudes, subjective norm, action self-efficacy, intention, and sleep hygiene at Time 3, while no significant relations were found between attitudes, subjective norm, and action planning. In addition, no significant associations were found between attitudes, action self-efficacy, maintenance self-efficacy, and sleep hygiene at Time 1. The associations between attitudes and maintenance self-efficacy as well as between subjective norm and action self-efficacy were not significant. For hand washing and sleep hygiene, we presented model variables' composite reliabilities and intercorrelations in [Table 1](#ijerph-17-01209-t001){ref-type="table"} and [Table 2](#ijerph-17-01209-t002){ref-type="table"}, respectively.

The construct validities of the measurement for both hand washing and sleep hygiene were confirmed in the VB-SEM. According to the multiple model fit and quality indices, the overall fit of the proposed model of hand washing excluding past behavior is acceptable (GoF Index = 0.307; APC = 0.126, *p* = 0.007, ARS = 0.143, *p* = 0.003; AVIF = 1.135). Including past behavior of hand washing into the proposed model improves the multiple model fit and quality indices (GoF Index = 0.356; APC = 0.135, *p* = 0.004, ARS = 0.197, *p* \< 0.001; AVIF = 1.134). Likewise, the overall fit of the proposed model of sleep hygiene excluding past behavior is acceptable (GoF Index = 0.249; APC = 0.122, *p* = 0.008, ARS = 0.105, *p* = 0.017; AVIF = 1.070). Including past behavior of sleep hygiene into the proposed model improves the multiple model fit and quality indices (GoF Index = 0.289; APC = 0.122, *p* = 0.008, ARS = 0.105, *p* = 0.017; AVIF = 1.070). The values of AVE for most of the measured variables were above 0.500, except the subjective norm and past behavior of sleep hygiene.

4.2. Model Effects {#sec4dot2-ijerph-17-01209}
------------------

For hand washing, standardized parameter estimates for the hypothesized structural relations of the integrated model with past behavior excluded are presented in [Figure 2](#ijerph-17-01209-f002){ref-type="fig"}. Regarding the paths based on the TPB model, it was revealed that attitudes (*β* = 0.152, *p* = 0.004), subjective norm (*β* = 0.323, *p* \< 0.001), and perceived behavioral control (*β* = 0.360, *p* \< 0.001) significantly predicted intentions of hand washing, and intentions predicted hand washing behavior at Time 3 (*β* = 0.120, *p* = 0.018). The direct effect of perceived behavioral control on hand washing at Time 3 was not significant (*β* = 0.022, *p* = 0.351). Although the effect of action self-efficacy on intention was nonsignificant (*β* = 0.026, *p* = 0.324), the effect of action self-efficacy on maintenance self-efficacy was significant (*β* = 0.215, *p* \< 0.001), and maintenance self-efficacy significantly predicted hand washing at Time 3 (*β* = 0.133, *p* = 0.010). Maintenance self-efficacy also significantly predicted action planning (*β* = 0.438, *p* \< 0.001) and coping planning (*β* = 0.506, *p* \< 0.001), and action planning (*β* = 0.142, *p* = 0.007) and coping planning (*β* = 0.099, *p* = 0.043) predicted hand washing at Time 3. Effects of intention on action planning (*β* = 0.080, *p* = 0.083) and coping planning (*β* = −0.066, *p* = 0.126) were not significant. Moreover, the moderation effect of action planning on the intention-hand washing behavior relationship was significant (*β* = −0.190, *p* \< 0.001). In terms of the indirect effects, action self-efficacy significantly predicted action planning (*β* = 0.096, *p* = 0.047) and coping planning (*β* = 0.107, *p* = 0.031) via maintenance self-efficacy. Furthermore, maintenance self-efficacy predicted hand washing at Time 3 (*β* = 0.112, *p* = 0.025) via the action planning and coping planning. We present a full breakdown of estimates on the integrated model of hand washing, including direct, indirect, and total effects in the table in [Table S1](#app1-ijerph-17-01209){ref-type="app"}, which also includes the effects from the control variables (age and gender).

When past behavior (i.e., hand washing at Time 1) was included in the integrated model predicting all the psychological variables and hand washing at Time 3, all of the structural relations were attenuated (see [Figure 3](#ijerph-17-01209-f003){ref-type="fig"}). Specifically, the effect of coping planning on hand washing at Time 3 became nonsignificant (*β* = 0.091, *p* = 0.057). Past behavior had significant effects on all the psychological variables and hand washing at Time 3 but not on intentions (*β* = 0.027, *p* = 0.322) and coping planning (*β* = 0.066, *p* = 0.124). In terms of the indirect effects, past behavior had an effect on intentions via action self-efficacy, attitudes, subjective norm, and perceived control (*β* = 0.278, *p* \< 0.001). Further, the sum of indirect effects of past behavior on action planning (*β* = 0.108, *p* = 0.030) and coping planning (*β* = 0.095, *p* = 0.049) via action self-efficacy, attitudes, subjective norm, perceived behavior control, intention, and maintenance self-efficacy were significant. Additionally, the sum of indirect effect of past behavior on hand washing at Time 3 via all the psychological variables was significant (*β* = 0.122, *p* = 0.016). Direct effects from past behavior and control variables (age and gender) to all the psychological variables and hand washing at Time 3 as well as the significant indirect effects are available in a separate table in [Table S2](#app1-ijerph-17-01209){ref-type="app"}.

For sleep hygiene, standardized parameter estimates for the hypothesized structural relations of the integrated model with past behavior excluded are presented in [Figure 4](#ijerph-17-01209-f004){ref-type="fig"}. For the paths based on the TPB model, it was revealed that attitudes (*β* = 0.162, *p* = 0.002), subjective norm (*β* = 0.314, *p* \< 0.001), and perceived behavioral control (*β* = 0.286, *p* \< 0.001) significantly predicted intentions of sleep hygiene, and intentions predicted sleep hygiene at Time 3 (*β* = 0.158, *p* = 0.003). A significant direct effect of perceived behavioral control on sleep hygiene at Time 3 was also found (*β* = 0.120, *p* = 0.018). Although the effect of action self-efficacy on intentions was nonsignificant (*β* = 0.062, *p* = 0.141), a significant effect of action self-efficacy on maintenance self-efficacy was found (*β* = 0.147, *p* = 0.005). Further, although the direct effect of maintenance self-efficacy on sleep hygiene at Time 3 was nonsignificant (*β* = 0.036, *p* = 0.267), the effects of maintenance self-efficacy on action planning (*β* = 0.361, *p* \< 0.001) and coping planning (*β* = 0.285, *p* \< 0.001) were significant, and action planning (*β* = 0.237, *p* \< 0.001) and coping planning (*β* = 0.132, *p* = 0.010) also predicted sleep hygiene at Time 3. It should be noted that intention also significantly predicted action planning (*β* = 0.096, *p* = 0.047) but not coping planning (*β* = −0.083, *p* = 0.075). Moreover, the moderation effect of action planning on the intention--sleep hygiene relationship was nonsignificant (*β* = −0.079, *p* = 0.084). In terms of the indirect effects, we only found that maintenance self-efficacy significantly predicted sleep hygiene at Time 3 via action planning and coping planning (*β* = 0.123, *p* = 0.016). The full breakdown of estimates on the integrated model of sleep hygiene including direct, indirect, and total effects are presented in the table in [Table S3](#app1-ijerph-17-01209){ref-type="app"}, including the effects of control variables: age and gender.

When past behavior (i.e., sleep hygiene at Time 1) was included in the integrated model predicting all the psychological variables and sleep hygiene at Time 3, all of the structural relations were attenuated (see [Figure 5](#ijerph-17-01209-f005){ref-type="fig"}). Past behavior significantly predicted attitudes (*β* = 0.220, *p* \< 0.001), subjective norm (*β* = 0.201, *p* \< 0.001), perceived behavioral control (*β* = 0.460, *p* \< 0.001), action planning (*β* = 0.197, *p* \< 0.001), and sleep hygiene at Time 3 (*β* = 0.187, *p* = 0.088), but not the other psychological variables of action self-efficacy (*β* = 0.085, *p* = 0.069), intention (*β* = 0.078, *p* = 0.088), maintenance self-efficacy (*β* = 0.070, *p* = 0.110), and coping planning (*β* = 0.085, *p* = 0.069). In terms of the indirect effects, past behavior significantly predicted intentions of sleep hygiene via action self-efficacy, attitudes, subjective norm, and perceived behavioral control (*β* = 0.219, *p* \< 0.001). In addition, past behavior had a significant indirect effect on future behavior, that is, sleep hygiene at Time 3, via the psychological variables (*β* = 0.126, *p* = 0.014). Direct effects from past behavior and control variables (age and gender) in the integrated model of sleep hygiene are available in a separate table in [Table S4](#app1-ijerph-17-01209){ref-type="app"}.

5. Discussion {#sec5-ijerph-17-01209}
=============

The purpose of the present study was to identify the antecedents of Chinese college students' hand washing and sleep hygiene behaviors based on an integrated model of behavior that combined social-cognition constructs from the TPB and HAPA. Results indicated significant effects of motivational and volitional factors on college students' hand washing and sleep hygiene. Specifically, results showed significant direct effects of attitudes, subjective norm, and perceived behavioral control on intentions; significant direct effects of action self-efficacy on maintenance self-efficacy; and significant direct effects of maintenance self-efficacy on action planning and coping planning for both behaviors. Results also revealed significant direct effects of intention on action planning (sleep hygiene only), and significant direct effects of intention, maintenance self-efficacy (hand washing only), action and coping planning on behavior were also observed. Action planning moderated the intention--behavior relationship, but only for hand washing. There were also significant total indirect effects of action self-efficacy on behavior mediated by maintenance self-efficacy, action planning, and coping planning for both behaviors, and significant total indirect effects of subjective norm and perceived behavioral control on behavior mediated by intention for sleep hygiene. When past behavior was included in the integrated model predicting all the psychological variables and behavior, effect sizes of structural relations were attenuated. Overall, findings of the current study confirmed the TPB pathways of attitudes, subjective norm, and perceived behavioral control on intentions and hand washing and sleep hygiene behaviors; as well as the HAPA pathways of action self-efficacy to hand washing and sleep hygiene behaviors via the maintenance self-efficacy, action and coping planning. Findings of the current study may inform the development of interventions building on integrated social-cognition models to promote hand washing and sleep hygiene among college students.

Regarding the motivational phase of the proposed integrated model, findings of the current study on both hand washing and sleep hygiene were confirmed and are in line with previous meta-analyses on the application of TPB predicting health behaviors \[[@B35-ijerph-17-01209],[@B36-ijerph-17-01209]\]. Specifically, the TPB constructs of attitudes, subjective norm, and perceived behavioral control significantly predicted hand washing and sleep hygiene intentions, while intentions further predicted hand washing and sleep hygiene behaviors. This is also in line with the findings of previous studies using the TPB to predict individuals' hand washing \[[@B37-ijerph-17-01209],[@B38-ijerph-17-01209],[@B39-ijerph-17-01209]\] and sleep hygiene \[[@B40-ijerph-17-01209],[@B41-ijerph-17-01209],[@B42-ijerph-17-01209]\]. It is also important to note that perceived behavioral control had a direct effect on sleep hygiene, consistent with TPB predictions \[[@B35-ijerph-17-01209]\]. This indicates that when college students' perceived control on sleep hygiene reflects their actual control, it is a direct determinant of their behavior independent of intentions. However, surprisingly, we found that the effect from action self-efficacy to intention was nonsignificant. Findings suggest that beliefs in personal capacity to perform the behavior, captured by action self-efficacy, may be less important for these behaviors than beliefs relating to barriers and facilitators of the behavior, that tend to be captured by perceived behavioral control. Future health promotion programs aimed at promoting hand washing and sleep hygiene among college students should consider including targeting change in three sets of beliefs: (a) behavioral beliefs regarding the anticipated outcomes of performing the behaviors of hand washing and sleep hygiene; (b) normative beliefs about college students' perception of the views of others on performing the behaviors, in particular important others; and (c) control beliefs that related to perceived capability to perform the behaviors \[[@B8-ijerph-17-01209],[@B57-ijerph-17-01209]\].

Testing the volitional stage is informed by the HAPA theoretical framework \[[@B9-ijerph-17-01209],[@B44-ijerph-17-01209]\]. In the current study, the indirect effect of action self-efficacy on hand washing and sleep hygiene behaviors via maintenance self-efficacy, action planning, and coping planning was confirmed. That is, college students' action self-efficacy predicted maintenance self-efficacy, which further predicted hand washing and sleep hygiene via action planning and coping planning. This indicates that the mechanism by which college students' confidence beliefs relate to hand washing and sleep hygiene behaviors is independent of intentions, but, instead, directed though beliefs regarding maintaining the behaviors and plans to perform the behavior \[[@B34-ijerph-17-01209]\]. With regard to hand washing, maintenance self-efficacy was also directly related to behavior. This effect might indicate that college students' confidence beliefs in preserving their hand washing behavior in the face of obstacles can directly lead to the performance of the behavior. Moreover, the negative moderating effect of action planning on the intention--behavior relation indicates that college students with high levels of action planning will be less likely to enact their intentions to perform hand washing. Although previous research has identified that action planning moderates the intention--behavior relationship, the effects are typically positive \[[@B58-ijerph-17-01209],[@B59-ijerph-17-01209]\]. To speculate, one reason for the negative moderating effects may be that individuals who form action plans tend not to rely on intentions because, most likely, they have probably acted out of habit, which is non-intentional \[[@B60-ijerph-17-01209]\]. For sleep hygiene, intention predicted action planning but not coping planning. This might be due to the fact that sleep is routine behavior for college students as intention can directly lead to sleep hygiene without having to make coping plans to manage anticipated challenging situations. Further, maintenance self-efficacy of sleep hygiene was not directly related to the behavior but was indirectly related to sleep hygiene via the action and coping planning. This indicates that college students' beliefs in their confidence to maintain good sleep hygiene might have to go through the planning process in order to facilitate performance of the behavior. In future, interventions aimed at promoting the maintenance of hand washing and sleep hygiene behaviors should target change in maintenance self-efficacy and action and coping planning. In other words, the promotion of perceived confidence on initiating and maintaining the behaviors should be paired up with promoting capacity to make plans.

A key contribution of the current research is the confirmation of multiple pathways by which college students' psychological constructs affect their hand washing and sleep hygiene behaviors. Consistent with models of social cognition, the constructs from the motivational phase in the integrated model predicted these two important health behaviors. However, we also found that constructs underpinning volitional processes accounted for significant variance in behavior, independent of the motivational constructs. Specifically, it seems that phase-specific types of self-efficacy (i.e., maintenance self-efficacy) and planning are important unique predictors of behavior. It is interesting, however, that for both behaviors current findings failed to demonstrate a relationship between action self-efficacy and intention, and also a relationship between intention and coping planning. A number of potential interpretations of these patterns of effects exist. It is possible, for example, that both hand washing and sleep hygiene might be considered simple health behaviors which are less likely to rely on perceptions of competence to initiate the behavior compared to other complex behaviors such as physical activity \[[@B60-ijerph-17-01209],[@B61-ijerph-17-01209]\]. Further, coping planning did not account for the intention-behavior effect, as predicted by the HAPA \[[@B9-ijerph-17-01209]\], but predicted behavior directly. This suggests that different processes may have a stronger impact on behavior, and that the behavior of some participants may be controlled more by intentional factors while others may be controlled more by volitional factors. Future research will need to explore this distinction further, identifying what moderators will determine whether the intentional and volitional processes predominate in determining students' hand washing and sleep hygiene behaviors.

A further contribution of the current study is related to the findings for past behavior on hand washing and sleep hygiene. In the current study, the size of the model effects, especially effects of model constructs on future behavior, were attenuated, but most effects still hold after the inclusion of past behavior. Findings are in line with results of meta-analysis on the role of past behavior on key model constructs \[[@B35-ijerph-17-01209],[@B51-ijerph-17-01209]\], in which past behavior is viewed as a predominant predictor that reflects the stability of the behavior itself \[[@B60-ijerph-17-01209],[@B62-ijerph-17-01209]\]. This is because past behavior can reflect the non-conscious automatic processes leading to the behaviors, consistent with habitual effects \[[@B63-ijerph-17-01209],[@B64-ijerph-17-01209]\]. Furthermore, control for the effects of past behavior in the integrated model is necessary to confirm the sufficiency of the model in predicting hand washing and sleep hygiene behaviors. Future research should explore the role of past behavior as a determinant of hand washing and sleep hygiene among college students, particularly the extent to which residual effects of past behavior may be accounted for by habit \[[@B65-ijerph-17-01209]\].

6. Strengths and Limitations {#sec6-ijerph-17-01209}
============================

The use of integrated theoretical approaches to examine effects of psychological constructs that represent multiple processes on behavior in a single testable model is emerging \[[@B6-ijerph-17-01209]\]. Adoption of such model is a major strength of the current study. The findings from this study add to the expanding evidence by identifying the motivational and volitional antecedents of college students' hand washing and sleep hygiene behaviors based on an integrated model of behavior that combines social-cognitive constructs from the TPB and HAPA. A further strength was the use of a longitudinal design, many studies testing these theoretical approaches use cross-sectional designs. Finally, two health behaviors were examined, showing similar patterns of prediction for the integrated model, therefore providing confirmation of model effects.

Limitations of the current study should also be acknowledged. Despite the use of a longitudinal design, we recognize that our results do not permit the inference of causality. It must be stressed that any causal inferences are based on theory, not the data. Future studies should consider applying the experimental or randomized controlled intervention designs to test effects of manipulating model constructs on other constructs in the model, and on participation in the two health behaviors. Such designs will also allow a test of the mechanisms of action of the intervention through the theoretical constructs identified in the model \[[@B66-ijerph-17-01209],[@B67-ijerph-17-01209]\]. Second, we relied on self-reported measures of behavior which might be affected by participants' ability to recall their actions. Future studies might consider applying an objective means to measure the behaviors or using ecological momentary assessment \[[@B68-ijerph-17-01209]\]. Third, we measured hand washing and sleep hygiene in terms of the degree to which college students perform these good practices rather than the actual frequency of health behaviors (e.g., how many times you washed your hands per day) and behavioral outcomes (e.g., the quality and quantity of sleep). Future studies might also consider measuring the long-term effects of performing these behaviors on physical and mental health outcomes. Fourth, the attrition rate from baseline to the last wave of data collection was quite high. Although it is expected in longitudinal research, future studies should be mindful of adopting strategies to prevent the loss of participants to follow-up. Fifth, we directly assessed the behavioral, normative, and control beliefs of hand washing and sleep hygiene without conducting elicitation studies in advance. Elicitation studies are highly recommended when using the TPB to establish the salient beliefs that underpin their intentions to perform health behaviors \[[@B69-ijerph-17-01209]\]. Sixth, we did not fully comply with Ajzen's correspondence rule when defining hand washing and sleep hygiene behaviors. This means that measure of the model constructs and behavior should correspond in terms of target, action, context, and time frame (TACT) \[[@B70-ijerph-17-01209]\]. Future studies should pay due diligence to measurement correspondence consistent with TACT principles. For example, in the current study, a better definition of sleep hygiene might be to refer to sleep hygiene as something people intend to do each time they prepare to go to sleep. Finally, data was collected from one medical school in China. Although the sample size was sufficiently large, future studies should consider collecting data from a more representative sample such as college students from different colleges and in different regions of China.

7. Conclusions {#sec7-ijerph-17-01209}
==============

The current study tested an integrated model of behavior that combined social cognition constructs from TPB and HAPA to identify the motivational and volitional antecedents of hand washing and sleep hygiene among Chinese college students. Consistent with TPB predictions, attitudes, subjective norm, and perceived behavioral control predicted intentions, and intentions predicted hand washing and sleep hygiene behaviors. In addition, stage-specific self-efficacy and planning were also important predictors in the model. Consistent with the HAPA, action self-efficacy predicted maintenance self-efficacy, while maintenance self-efficacy predicted hand washing and sleep hygiene behaviors through the mediation of action planning and coping planning. The inclusion of past behavior attenuated the effects sizes of all predictors in the model for both hand washing and sleep hygiene behavior. These findings indicate the importance of accounting for past behavior and the need to identify possible mediators of its residual effects on future behavior, such as measures of habit. Overall, findings of the current study indicate that future interventions for improving hand washing and sleep hygiene among college students should target the key social-cognition factors found to predict behavior in the current study: behavioral, normative, and control beliefs, intentions, action and maintenance self-efficacy, and action and coping planning.

The following are available online at <https://www.mdpi.com/1660-4601/17/4/1209/s1>, Table S1: Standardized Parameter Estimates for the Direct, Indirect, and Total Effects in the Integrated Model of Hand Washing Excluding Past Behavior, Table S2: Standardized Parameter Estimates for the Direct, Indirect, and Total Effects in the Integrated Model of Hand Washing Including Past Behavior, Table S3: Standardized Parameter Estimates for the Direct, Indirect, and Total Effects in the Integrated Model of Sleep Hygiene Excluding Past Behavior, Table S4: Standardized Parameter Estimates for the Direct, Indirect, and Total Effects in the Integrated Model of Sleep Hygiene Including Past Behavior.
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###### 

Means, standard deviations (SDs), reliabilities, and factor intercorrelations of the Integrated Model for Hand Washing.

  Variables                Mean   SD     1            2            3            4            5            6            7            8            9            10
  ------------------------ ------ ------ ------------ ------------ ------------ ------------ ------------ ------------ ------------ ------------ ------------ -------
  1\. Attitudes T1         6.07   0.95   0.901                                                                                                                
  2\. Subjective norm T1   5.39   0.93   0.334 \*\*   0.884                                                                                                   
  3\. PBC T1               5.55   0.89   0.353 \*\*   0.476 \*\*   0.861                                                                                      
  4\. Action SE T1         3.00   0.77   0.144 \*     0.205 \*\*   0.250 \*\*   0.873                                                                         
  5\. Intention T1         5.76   0.84   0.373 \*\*   0.544 \*\*   0.542 \*\*   0.212 \*\*   0.841                                                            
  6\. Hand washing T1      3.40   0.50   0.331 \*\*   0.292 \*\*   0.367 \*\*   0.196 \*\*   0.216 \*\*   0.743                                               
  7\. Maintenance SE T2    2.90   0.53   0.121 \*     0.129 \*     0.173 \*\*   0.175 \*\*   0.204 \*\*   0.128 \*     0.792                                  
  8\. Action planning T2   2.85   0.53   0.123 \*     0.159 \*\*   0.211 \*\*   0.142 \*     0.126 \*     0.208 \*\*   0.444 \*\*   0.800                     
  9\. Coping planning T2   2.80   0.54   0.111        0.124 \*     0.133 \*     0.053        0.065        0.156 \*\*   0.507 \*\*   0.522 \*\*   0.767        
  10\. Hand washing T3     3.30   0.58   0.216 \*\*   0.165 \*\*   0.159 \*\*   0.071        0.204 \*\*   0.312 \*\*   0.280 \*\*   0.272 \*\*   0.272 \*\*   0.826

Note. PBC = perceived behavioral control; SE = self-efficacy; composite reliability is displayed on the diagonal line. T1 = Time 1; T2 = Time 2; T3 = Time 3; \* *p* \< 0.05; \*\* *p* \< 0.01.
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###### 

Means, standard deviations (SDs), reliabilities, and factor intercorrelations of the Integrated Model for Sleep Hygiene.

  Variables                Mean   SD      1            2            3            4            5            6            7            8            9       10
  ------------------------ ------ ------- ------------ ------------ ------------ ------------ ------------ ------------ ------------ ------------ ------- -------
  1\. Attitudes T1         5.19   0.90    0.812                                                                                                           
  2\. Subjective norm T1   5.26   0.84    0.145 \*     0.807                                                                                              
  3\. PBC T1               4.91   10.01   0.158 \*     0.381 \*\*   0.854                                                                                 
  4\. Action SE T1         2.67   0.65    0.141 \*     0.113        0.254 \*\*   0.810                                                                    
  5\. Intention T1         5.44   0.92    0.205 \*\*   0.441 \*\*   0.464 \*\*   0.220 \*\*   0.864                                                       
  6\. Sleep hygiene T1     3.05   0.42    0.006        0.193 \*\*   0.445 \*\*   0.065        0.254 \*\*   0.677                                          
  7\. Maintenance SE T2    2.83   0.53    0.043        0.196 \*\*   0.252 \*\*   0.135 \*     0.232 \*\*   0.072        0.807                             
  8\. Action planning T2   2.74   0.51    0.085        0.081        0.237 \*\*   0.182 \*\*   0.124 \*     0.222 \*\*   0.336 \*\*   0.763                
  9\. Coping planning T2   2.60   0.57    −0.010       0.014        0.146\*      0.070        0.042        0.134 \*     0.282 \*\*   0.249 \*\*   0.762   
  10\. Sleep hygiene T3    3.06   0.44    0.181 \*\*   0.201 \*\*   0.270 \*\*   0.092        0.255 \*\*   0.327 \*\*   0.151\*      0.267 \*\*   0.071   0.746

Note. PBC = perceived behavioral control; SE = self-efficacy; composite reliability is displayed on the diagonal line. T1 = Time 1; T2 = Time 2; T3 = Time 3; \* *p* \< 0.05; \*\* *p* \< 0.01.
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